
First aid bag
Instructions No. 3035
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 1 hour

A first aid bag is an important accessory for your journey. The Cricut makes it easy to design this stylish bag. So you always
have everything you need for your next trip to hand. Also nice and practical for your handbag, in the car or for the children's
bag.

So einfach geht's:
Plotting:

Create a lettering in Cricut Design Space. Follow the programme's instructions to cut out the words. It is important that your motif is cut out and that you
mirror it before plotting, as we are working with iron-on film. The iron-on film is placed face down on the mat. (the upper side is the shiny side with the
transparent protective film on it).

The following instructions refer to the use of a PC with Windows operating system. For mobile devices and other operating systems, the arrangement of the
buttons may differ. The designations remain the same.

1. Open the Cricut Design Space app and create a font.
2. Select a font of your choice and also the size of the font. You can set the font size at the top of the bar or drag the text field larger - hold down the "Ctrl" key
to enlarge the field evenly.
3. Select your text fields and click on "Mirror" - "Mirror horizontally" at the top of the bar.
4. Then go to "Create" at the top right and select the mat and mat length immediately afterwards.
5. Now finally arrange your fonts on the mat view.
6. Cut your iron-on films to size and place them on the mat with the shiny side facing down.
7. Connect your plotter and insert the mat.
8. Click on "Continue".
9. Now follow the plotter's instructions, insert the mat and start the plotting process. 



Remove the film around the words so that only the words are left on the backing film. Only your motif and the lettering will now adhere to the protective film.
Place this on the cosmetic bag and iron it on at a medium setting. It is normal for this process to take some time. Remove the protective film and iron over the
design and lettering again with a cloth.

Article number Article name Qty
338271 VBS Cosmetic bag 1
338561-17 Premium Flex Iron-on film A4Baby Pink 1
10447 prym steam iron Mini 1
18884 Cricut EasyPress "Mini" 1
18886 Cricut Joy 1

Article information:

https://www.vbs-hobby.nl/en/newsletter/
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